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Executive Summary
As part of the work done in Task 4.2 and Task 4.3 of the Maestro project anexecution framework prototypewas developed andwas documented in D4.2.This report is part of Task 4.3 and 4.4 and continues that development effort.The target is to improve on the execution of a given workflow by introducingthe Maestro framework. To achieve this, this deliverable lists the initial speci-fications of workflow management and the possible optimisations to the ex-ecution of a workflow. The final version and demonstrators will be releasedin D4.5 and as part of work done in WP6.
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1 Introduction
A workflow describes a set of applications or tools dependent on each other’sdata output. The relevant decisions on executing each of these steps of aworkflow is typically delegated to a workflow manager. The workflow itself isusually described in a language that is dictated by the used workflow man-ager. The data between workflow steps or workflow components are typi-cally transferred and stored on the external file systems. It is worth notingthat we distinguish between workflows and workloads, the latter describing acombination of a workflow, configurations and a specific data set and can bethought of as a usage scenario of a workflow.Since Maestro possesses data and memory awareness it can aid in im-proving the workflow execution. In a previous deliverable D4.2 [1], we dealtwith creating an execution framework prototype. As a proof of concept, weshowed how the execution framework can switch the data movements of aworkflow executed by a workflow manager called Pegasus from files in a filesystem to Maestro CDOs. Specifically, the previous deliverable D4.2 [1] for-mulated the data flows with graphs and allowed us to solve the correctnessproblems in the workflows. However, since then we have added resourceawareness (compute, memory, storage, network, ... etc.) to the data flows,which requires revisiting some of the previous problems. Adding resourceawareness and smartness to the execution framework, it is possible to im-prove the execution and resource utilisation of a workflow. In other words,an updated formulation of the graph with resources will go into the flow sec-tion of formulation. This would make it possible to formulate the problem ofworkload scheduling and optimisation into that of a bin-packing 1.In this deliverable, we discuss the initial design of introducing resourceawareness into the execution framework and better workflow management.We also introduce some of the possible optimisations. To show and test thesechanges, we will introduce a workflow use case called Montage, which usesPegasus as a workflow manager.The remaining document is organised as follows, in Section 2 we introducethe Montage workflow which will act as our use-case scenario, in Section 3we introduce resource awareness into the workflows, in Section 3.2 we in-troduce an example optimization problem, in Section 4 we discuss handlingresource descriptions and related optimization and then in Section 6 we rein-troduce the execution framework designed in D4.2 [1] along with some nec-essary changes. Finally in Section 7 we list the set of optimisations plannedfor development. We finish the report with some concluding remarks in Sec-tion 8.

1The bin packing problem is a known optimisation problem referring to the packing of dif-ferent items into a finite number of bins or containers. The target is to minimize the numberof bins used.
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1.1 Relation to other parts of the project
This report builds on the results of Task 4.2 and Task 4.3, which were doc-umented in D4.2 [1]. The work highly depends on the efforts of WP3 in de-signing and developing the Maestro-core, which was documented in D3.1 [2]and D3.3 [3]. Additionally, WP3 has initiated the need for resource descrip-tion and awareness as part of the Maestro framework, which is documentedin D3.4 [4]. The demonstration of the execution framework and related com-ponents will be released as part of the efforts in WP6. The final results andsoftware will be released in D4.5.

2 Workflow Use Case: Montage
Montage is a portable toolkit for constructing custom, science-grade mosaicsby composing multiple astronomical images. The mosaics constructed byMontage preserve the astrometry (position) and photometry (intensity) of thesources in the input images. The mosaic to be constructed is specified by theuser in terms of a set of parameters, including dataset and wavelength to beused, location and size on the sky, coordinate system and projection, and spa-tial sampling rate. Many astronomical datasets aremassive, and are stored indistributed archives that are, in most cases, remote with respect to the avail-able computational resources.Montage is an example of a class of well-specified deterministic workflowsthat are common in science. These workflows usually consist of a series ofcodes (i.e. components) connected together to perform large-scale analysisroutines. Other examples of this class of workflows include: seismic haz-ard analysis for earthquake forecasts, analysis of large-scale social networks,analysis of the epigenomic properties of DNA sequences, searching for grav-itational waves in interferometer data, and many others [5].The inputs to the workflow include a “template header file” that specifiesthe mosaic to be constructed, and several input images in standard FITS for-mat (a file format used throughout the astronomy community) . Input im-ages are taken from archives such as 2MASS. The input images are first re-projected to the coordinate space of the output mosaic. The re-projected im-ages are then background rectified and co-added to create the final outputmosaic. Figure 1 shows the structure of a small Montage workflow using ver-tices to represent tasks and edges to represent data dependencies betweentasks. Montage workflows typically contain a large number of tasks that pro-cess large amounts of data. For example, a workflow to generate the 2 degreesquare mosaic of 2MASS images centered around the celestial object M17would contain approximately 1,000 individual tasks.Montage is considered to be I/O-bound because on large workloads, if of-ten spends 70-95% of its time waiting on I/O operations [6, 7]. In typical work-flow, Montage consumes around 2 GiB of data and outputs around 4 GiB ofdata per file. The characteristic of Montage that seems to have the most sig-nificant impact on its performance is the large number ( 29,000) of it accesses.
D4.3: Initial Specification of Workflow Management and Optimisation 7



Figure 1: Montage Workflow Example 1

One can see this in the improved performance on systems when the file sys-tem can cache both reads and writes in the memory [6]. On large workflowson distributed nodes, studies have also shown that prefetching at least partof data on the destination node increases performance.The most important operation is reading and writing files, which is an ex-plicit feature of the Montage. However, the transfer of data between nodes isanother important feature which impacts tha performance of the workflows.This is evinced by the observation that filesystems like MemFS provide betterperformance for Montage workflows [8]. Specifically, the design of uniformlydistributing file stripes across the storage nodes belonging to an applicationallow better balance of the data across the storage servers, leading to betterperformance for Montage workflow.
2.1 Specifying the Workload
For our experiments with Montage, we will consider a Montage prototypeworkflow2. The prototype creates a Pegasus workflow which then executestasks to create a montage of astronomical images. The workflow generatorprovides a configurable parameter named the degree. By configuring the de-gree of the workflow, one could either widen or narrow the workflow graph.For example, for a 2 degree workflow, a simplified version of the workflowwillbe similar to that shown in Figure 1.
2.2 Maestro Enabled Workflow
As noted above, Montage takes files as input and outputs images as files. Amajor task in porting Montage based workflow to Maestro would be to portthe file read/write functions to Maestro based CDO operations. Currently,Montage uses Pegasus workflow which in turn uses the files generated byMontage components as dependencies in the workflow diagram. Maestro, in

2https://github.com/pegasus-isi/montage-workflow-v3
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contrast, uses CDOs to transfer data between applications. This will requirechanges to the input and output functions of Montage components.In the aspect of workflows, Maestro-enabled Montage components cantake advantage of the fact that the data transfer (in terms of CDOs) can hap-pen through the memory instead of through the global file system. This canallow for certain optimizations, for example, With these things in account, weare expecting the following steps to port Montage to Maestro:
• Port the individual components to input CDOs instead of files. This willrequire creating a fork of Montage which is Maestro enabled. In partic-ular, this would require replacing file read/write functions in Montagewith Maestro enabled functions.
• Use a workflow execution environment to generated optimized Pegasusworkflows forMontage. In particular, thiswould require using the knowl-edge of the dependency graph and the systems to schedule jobs on cer-tain nodes so that the communication betweennodes isminimizedwhileat the same time, making maximal use of all the available nodes.

2.3 Evaluation Metrics
In this use case, Maestro is supposed to use the data awareness of workflowsto schedule tasks in a manner such that data locality is improved. This alongwith faster CDO transfers (as opposed to filesystem read and writes) shouldprovide for an improved performance.
2.4 Licensing Information
The Montage workflow consists of three different software.
1. Montage v6.0 https://montage.ipac.caltech.edu

License: BSD 3-clause License
2. Pegasus v5.0 https://pegasus.isi.edu/

License: Apache 2.0
3. Astropy v4.2 https://www.astropy.org/

License: BSD 3-clause License

3 Resource Aware Workflows
In deliverable D4.2, we analyzed dataflows in context of workflows and pro-vided techniques to ensure the correctness of workflows. The analysis as-sumed that the resources are not a constraint on the data transfer. In this
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section, we introduce resource awareness to the dataflows and try to formu-late it in amanner which will allow us tomake intelligent decisions about bothworkflows and allocation of resources to the applications. Due to significantamount of changes to the older model, for the benefit of the reader we de-scribe the complete model here.As in the deliverable D4.2, the motivation to analyze the workflows is tobe able to make decisions with respect to the tasks of the workflows, anddo so in a manner which does not require any workflow manager specificmodification in the tasks itself. Any strategy for optimizing workflows shouldtake into account both static and dynamic nature of data dependencies in theworkflow. One of the ways to do so would be to only consider informationthat is available in dynamic workflows, namely the workflow that has alreadybeen scheduled and the next task which has to be scheduled. However, sucha strategy would be suboptimal when applied to static workflowswheremuchmore information is available.In order to avoid pitfalls of both the methods when modelling the work-flows, we consider an a posteriori view of the workflow. That is, the work-flows are analyzed as if the complete information about the workflow is avail-able during analysis just like in a static workflow. However, it is during theanalysis and optimization part, where we differentiate between the static anddynamic workflows. For dynamic workflows, the optimization algorithm canonly use information from the dependencies to make a decision for schedul-ing a task, while for static workflow, the whole workflow can be used for mak-ing scheduling decision.
3.1 The Execution View and the Data View of a Workflow
Consider a workflow consisting of three applications A, B and C such that theapplication A produces CDO 1 and 3, application B produces 2, 4 and 5 whileapplication C produces 6. Further, assume that application A requires CDO 2(which is produced by applicationB) to produce CDO 3. In the similarmanner,assume that application B requires CDO 3 to produce 4 and 5, and finally thatapplication C requires CDO 5 to produce CDO 6. Let us now define the termCDO dependency.
Definition 1 (CDO Dependency). We say that a CDO x depends on a CDO y
through an application P if an application P requires CDO x in order to produce
CDO y.

With this definition of CDO dependency and the data flow informationfrom D4.2, we can define the above workflow as a graph as shown in 2.Let us now define some terms in order to be able to speak of the aboveworkflow inmore concrete terms. To improve the expository quality of the de-scription, some of the terms from deliverable D4.2 are redefined here. Pleaserefer to D4.2 for more details on them.
Definition 2 (Informational Attribute (I-value) for CDO). If it is a priori known
that a CDO is going to be produced in a workflow, then the CDO is assigned a
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Figure 2: Data View of a Workflow
"Static" attribute. Otherwise the CDO is assigned a dynamic temporal attribute. In
order to have a concise notation, we call this attribute the I value for a CDO and
the I value can either be S for Static orD for Dynamic. For a CDO x, the I value can
be denoted by I(x) = S or I(x) = D. For more information on these attributes,
please refer to D4.2.

As an example of a dynamic CDO, consider an iterative solver which out-puts a CDO at every iteration. In such an iterative solver, the number of iter-ations are often not known apriori, and therefore, it is not clear whether the
100-th iteration of the solver will be executed. Therefore, the 100-th CDO (if itis produced) will be labeled with a dynamic attribute. However, assume thatthe iterative solver has been programmed in such a manner that it is guaran-teed to execute at least 4 iterations of the solver. Then we know for sure, thatthe 3-rd CDO will be produced even before the workflow has been executed,and therefore the 3-rd CDO will be marked as Static.
Definition 3 (Execution Attributes (W-value) for CDO Dependency). If a CDO
dependency requires an application to start execution, then dependency is labeled
as an Execution dependency otherwise, the dependency is labeled as Normal de-
pendency. In order to have a concise notation, we call this attribute the W value
for a CDO dependency and the W value can either be E for Execution or N for
Normal. For a CDO dependency x, the I value can be denoted by W (x) = E or
W (x) = N . For more information on these attributes, please refer to D4.2.

In D4.2, we saw that, sometimes, it is an optimization for an applicationto start as soon as the required data becomes available, but no earlier. Forexample, in the graph in Figure 2, consider that the application B starts exe-cution when CDO 1 becomes available. In this case, the production of CDO 1can be thought of as the trigger to start applicationB which will then produceCDO 2. In this case, the dependency between CDO 2 and CDO 1will bemarkedas an execution dependency. In contrast, if one looks at the dependency be-tween CDO 2 and CDO 3, then both the applications are already started, and
D4.3: Initial Specification of Workflow Management and Optimisation 11



therefore there is no need to startup any application. In this case, the depen-dency would be labeled as Normal.During a workflow, it can often happen that the producer application hasalready produced a CDOandwants to exit but the consumer application is notyet ready to receive the CDO. These can often lead to correctness concerns.In order to track these situation, we introduce the temporal label for a CDOdependency.
Definition 4 (Temporal Attributes (T-value) for CDO Dependency). If the pro-
ducer which produces a CDO is ready to withdraw the CDO and the consumer is
not ready to consume the CDO yet, then we denote the CDO dependency as an
Awaiting dependency, otherwise, the CDO dependency is labelled as a Fulfilled de-
pendency. In order to have a concise notation, we call this attribute the T value for
a CDO dependency and the T value can either be A for Awaiting or F for Fulfilled.
For a CDO dependency x, the T value can be denoted by T (x) = A or T (x) = F .

Finally, we introduce resource awareness in our workflow. Assume thatthe application A takes an inventory P of resources to produce CDO 1 andthen inventory Q of resources to produce 3. An optimization problem for theworkflow should be able to refer to these two different operations differently.In order to do so, we annotate the application label with the CDO that the de-pendency graph is producing. So, in this case, the CDO dependency between
2 and 3 and between 1 and 3 will be marked as A3 instead of A, with A3 de-noting the inventory of resources consumed during production of CDO 3 byapplicationA. We call theA3 part of the applicationA as an application phase.In order to provide the same information for CDO 1, we introduce a ghost"Start" node at the start of workflow and introduce an "End" node at the endfor symmetry. All this information can now be combined into a graph, givingus a resource-aware data view of the workflow as shown in figure 3.

Start 1(I)A_1,W,T

End

2(I)B_2,W,T

3(I)A_3,W,T

A_3,W,T 4(I)B_4,W,T

5(I)

B_5,W,T

6(I)C_6,W,T

Figure 3: Data Flow View
We now need a good way to describe the resource consumption in a work-flow. If we look at the resource aware data view of the workflow in 3, we willsee that there aremultiple edges which are associated with the same applica-tion phase. For example, the A3,W, T from 1 to 3 and from 2 to 3 is the sameapplication phase.In order to be able to reason well about such resources, we consider theline graph of the above graph. This gives us the graph in 4. The A3(1, 3) refers
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to the edge between CDO 1 and CDO 3 in the dataflow graph, and similarly fornode A3(2, 3) corresponding to edge between CDO 2 to CDO 3.

A_1

A_3(1,3)1

B_2

1

B_43

B_5

3

A_3(2,3)

3

3

2 C_65

Figure 4: Line Graph of Data View
As we can see here, this line graph has a duplicate node for node A3 whichcan be detected by the fact that both have the same name and both producethe same CDO 3. We merge the two nodes into a single node, which gives usan amerged line graph of the data flow. We call this the execution view of theworkflow.

A_1 A_3
1

B_2

1

B_43

B_5

32

C_65

Figure 5: Execution View of the Workflow Flow
With this graph, one can now talk about an optimization problem in termsof resources. For example, one can say that resources A3 can only be con-sumed after consuming B2, while the resources B4 and B5 can be consumedconcurrently. Furthermore, the resources B4 and C6 can also be consumedconcurrently.
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3.2 An Example Resource Optimization Problem
With the resource aware workflows introduces, we now consider a sampleoptimization problem and show how resource awareness can improve per-formance.Assume that CDO 1 is on node 1 of the system while application A is sup-posed to run on node 2. In this case, the data on node 1 will first have to becopied to node 2 before application A can transform it to CDO 2. Assume thatthe Q resources are required to copy the data from node 1 to node 2 and Rresources are required to transform CDO 1 to CDO 2. For the purpose of theexample, assume thatQ is a 10GiB/s network link over a period of 120 secondswhile R is 256 cores over a period of 120 seconds.One thing we can observe for the workflow is that resources R can onlybe consumed after resources Q have been consumed. As noted, in a classicalscenario, due to the way workflow managers work, one can only specify theresource requirements at the start of the job and a time for which they arerequired. This will result in the workflow manager requesting access to a 10GiB/s network and 256 cores for 240 seconds for application A.With a data and a resource awareworkflowexecution framework however,the workflow execution framework can see that the CDO 1 is being producedon node 1 and being consumed on node 2. With this observation, the trans-lator can add an additional jobM called a cache worker that will run on node
2 and copy the CDO 1 from node 1 to node 2. And now, the workflow man-ager can assign a 120GiB/s network for 120 seconds to taskM and a 256 coremachine for 120 seconds to task A, thereby providing an optimization to theworkflow.

4 Resource Description and Optimization
In Section 3, we introduced resource aware workflows and were able to for-mulate a language to describe resource requirement of various tasks in aworkflow graph. Next, we need to be able to reason about performances ofvarious workflow graphs in order to be able to make optimizations decisionsfor the workflow. For this purpose, we need a description of the available re-sources and their characteristics. The description of resources together witha resource requirement can allow us to formulate a resource optimizationproblem.There are two aspects one needs to consider when one is trying to de-scribe the resources from the purpose of the optimizing your workflows. Thefirst aspect is to ensure that it is feasible to allocate a given configuration ofresources to a certain task. There can be many different factors in the fea-sibility. For example, in case of computing cores, it is desirable for the coresto be allocated exclusively to one task. In contrast, for disk storage, it is quitepossible to allocate access to multiple tasks at once, but there is a limit on thetotal allowed storage. Furthermore, a lot of sites have a policy of only allocat-ing complete nodes. This means that you cannot have one task using GPUs
D4.3: Initial Specification of Workflow Management and Optimisation 14



from a node whose CPUs are already being consumed by a different node.This aspect of resource description is generally only dependent on the site,and is quite independent of the workflow.The second aspect one needs to consider are variances in the performanceof different resources. For example, certain filesystems might have a betterperformance profile for small random files while other might have better per-formance profiles for large sequential files. Depending on the performanceprofile of the workflow, the first characteristics might be a better indicator topredict performance than the second indicator. As we can see, the perfor-mance characteristics of the system are not as independent of the workflowas the topological information. Furthermore, it is not feasible to design a setof performancemetrics which will be useful for all workflows to the detail thatthe workflow might care about.In order to solve this situation, we separate our resource description intotwo parts. The first part, which we call radle, contains a topological descrip-tion of the resources and the workflow-independent information for thoseresources. We next plan to provide a performance metric map mapi, whichtake maps subset of resources from the resource description to custom user-specified information . For example, a developer can attach the transfer speedsof 1KiB packets between twonetwork interfaces as the user level performancemetrics to the subset consisting of the two nodes.

5 Radle : A Topological Resource Description
Optimizations in a Maestro-enable workflow can require the workflow execu-tion framework to manipulate the resources for multiple different purposes.Consider the following example.Assume a system architecture with two nodes X and Y and the followingfeatures:
1. Both nodes have a local disk
2. Both nodes are directly connected via a network link
3. Both nodes are connected to a shared storage
Task A is scheduled on node X and produces a CDO, which is consumedby a task B scheduled on node Y. There are the following options to move theCDO from node X to Y and each of the method has a different cost associatedwith it.
1. Task A communicates the CDO directly via the network to Task B.
2. Task A writes the CDO into the local store of node X and task B reads theCDO from the local store of node X.
3. Task A writes the CDO into the local store of node Y and task B reads theCDO from the local store of node Y.
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4. Task A writes the CDO to the shared storage and Task B reads the CDOfrom the shared storage.
In terms of number of copies, directly transferring over the network is thecheapest method of all, because there is no intermediate copy. However,there can be a situation where the task A wants to withdraw the CDO buttask B is not yet ready to consume the CDO. In such cases, you can eitherblock task A from exiting, thereby increasing the consumption of computetime , or you can store the CDO in a temporary storage in one of the otherthree methods. For each of the other three methods there will be differentcosts which will be important. For example, for the third method in the list, ifthe write into local store of Y can be hidden away behind some other compu-tation, then the performance of the third method can rival the first method interms of compute time, even though there is an extra storage cost. Further-more, it doesn’t suffer from the limitations of the first method. However, iflocal storage is an expensive quantity in the workflow, then may be the thirdmethod also is not very attractive.When solving such optimization problems, it is important that all resourcesprovide a minimum level of information about themselves based on whichoptimization algorithms could be designed. However, it is also important thatthe approach does not prevent the resource from advertising its completefunctionality, if an optimization algorithm wishes to take advantage of it inthe future.To that end, we have a two level classification of the resources, with thefirst level being called categories and the second level being called drivers. Thecategory provides the basic information on which the general optimization al-gorithms can be design and the drivers provide all the rest of the informationwhich is specific to the resource in question. In our analysis, we have identi-fied fivemajor category of functionality that a resource is supposed to provideto a workflow, namely compute, memory, storage, network, and generic.One issue here is that, even though technically there are two different re-sources in the GPU, both the resources have to be allocated together. Theresource description language solves this issue by specifying a new categoryof resources called "Meta" resources. These resources do not have any re-sources of their own but own other resources in the topology tree. For ex-ample, a node can be a meta resource which owns the main memory, thecompute power and all the other devices in the node. Similarly, we can havemeta resources like a NUMA domain or a package. This brings the total cate-gory of resources to six.
1. Compute
2. Memory
3. Storage
4. Network
5. Meta
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6. Generic
While the categories are bounded in the description, the drivers, by thenature of their purpose, are unbounded. For example, an example of a driverin the storage category would be SSD, while another would be the HDD. Forcompute category, you could have CPUs and GPU compute units.

Definition 5 (Resource Description). A resource description D is a tree of re-
sources where a resource R on a system is an entity identified by a dictionary as
shown below.

resource_name:
category: category_name
driver: driver_name
is_indivisible: true | false
exclusivity:

is_exclusive: true | false
shared_parameters: [array_of_shared_parameters]

category_parameters:
...

driver_parameters:
...

availability:
type: [fixed-time-after-request,fixed-time,non-contiguous,alltime]
info:

...

The resource has a name, and then there are mandatory fields which specify
the category and the driver. The parameters which are required by the category are
specified in category_parameterswhile all the other resource specific parameters
are specified in the driver_parameters. In case the resource is a meta category
resource, the category_parameters would contain the name of the children re-
sources. The availability specifies the time interval during which the resource is
available. The is_indivisible field specifies if the child resources (if any) can be
assigned separately to different tasks or do they have to be assigned to the same
task. All resources with no children have their is_indivisible parameter as true.
The is_exclusive parameter indicates if the resource can be shared. If the re-
source can be shared, then shared_parameters is the array of parameters which
are exclusive and therefore determine the upper bounds on the sharing limits.

Having described resource description, we should also describe a languagefor the task to ask for resources. We call that resource requirement. A taskcan request multiple resource requirements.
Definition 6 (Resource Requirement). A resource requirement an entity identi-
fied by a dictionary as shown below.
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requirement:
category: <category_name>
driver: driver_name
is_indivisible: true | false
exclusivity:

is_exclusive: true | false
shared_parameters: [array_of_shared_parameters]

category_parameters:
...

driver_parameters:
...

availability:
duration:

...

As you can see the requirements have a structure very similar to the description
with the main difference being that all the fields in the requirement apart from the
category field are optional.

Having formulated a language for resource description and requirement,we can now use the workflow execution framework to allocate resources tothe workflows in an optimized manner.

6 Workflow Execution Framework
As noted above in Section 3, the workflows in this section, unless specifiedotherwise, are now application workflows which are those as seen by work-flow managers. In these workflows, mechanisms for triggering applicationsand monitoring dependencies between them become more important.We can see from theworkflowdescription in D4.2 [1] and Section 3 that theapplication workflows as available from the workflow managers are not gen-erally data aware. Triggers for process/job execution are taken not from dataavailability, but from process/job termination (under the assumption that ifJob-B requires data produced by Job-A, then when Job-A terminates, then thedata must be available and execution may proceed). This makes it difficultfor workflow managers to take advantage of the extra knowledge that dataawareness brings and optimize the application workflow accordingly. In or-der to attempt to address this deficiency, we have introduced a workflowexecution framework in D4.2 which can complement Maestro core middle-ware, making application workflow more efficient in the existing workflowmanagers by exposing data dependencies as well as process dependenciesto the workflow management.Since then, we have introduced resource awareness into our semanticworkflowmodel. The resource awareness allows us to optimize the workflow
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evenmore by moving some of the jobs away time-sensitive parts of the work-flow, thereby reducing the bottlenecks. As described in Section 3, resourceawareness requires changes to both the semantic and application workflowexecution, these changesmust be introduced viaworkflow translations/trans-formations to adapt the execution graph to fit the hardware upon which it willrun.
6.1 AnAlgorithmicOverviewofWorkflowExecution Frame-

work
There aremultiple different components which come together to form an op-timized Maestro-enabled application workflow. In this subsection, we layoutan algorithm to describe the complete process of the converting a workflowto a Maestro-enabled optimized workflow:
1. Insert resource requirement annotations in the semanticworkflowbasedon the performance profiles of the workflow. The resultant workflow iscalled a resource-aware semantic workflow. We remark that this partof the translation process requires support for decision making processfrom outside of the workflow execution process.
2. Use the steps in workflow translator to generate a Maestro aware se-mantic workflow from the resource-aware semantic workflow.
3. If required, port the application code to useMaestro for input andoutputdata objects.
4. Generate a resource-dependency graph from the semantic workflow asdescribed in Section 3. Use radle to generate resource description of thecomputing site. Combine the two descriptions to formulate the resourceoptimization problem as described in Section 4.
5. Solve the resource optimization problem with the resource dependencygraph. Use the results of the resource optimization problems to gener-ate a resource-annotated semantic workflow.
6. Translate the resource-annotated semantic workflow into the desiredapplication workflow for the specified workflow manager.

6.2 Workflow Translator
In the initial design of the workflow translator, the central idea was to takean existing pegasus workflow (which is an application workflow) and add an-notations to it. After adding those annotations, the workflow would then bepassed through the workflow translator to generate additional CDO relatedpool-monitor/watcher/cache processes thatwould provide information to thesystem that enabled Maestro optimizations. The steps involved using a work-flow generator such as Pegasus would typically be
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1. Create a catalog of pre-defined input/output files representing data thatwill be touched by the workflow during execution (known as the Replica
Catalog)

2. Create a catalog of tasks that represent processes/transformations thatwill operate ondata/files duringworkflowexecution (knownas the Trans-
formation Catalog)

3. Create a catalog of hardware resources that the workflow is targeted at(known as the Site Catalog), a different site catalog exists for each clus-ter/HPC machine that might be used
4. Create theworkflowusing Pegasus API by creating a graphof jobs (nodes)and edge dependencies (files). The workflow itself is now representedby a DAG
5. Save the workflow
6. Annotate the saved workflow to addMaestro specific hints/support/fea-tures
7. Transform the workflow according to the annotations to add Maestrospecific processes/jobs and alter the execution flow, replacing files withCDOs where applicable and adding monitor/watcher tasks
8. Load the modified workflow back into Pegasus and execute it on theselected hardware, the Pegasus execution step now uses the Site Cata-log to transform the workflow into the final execution tree that is thenpassed to the underlying HTCondor framework that is responsible foractually running the jobs.
Steps 1-5,8 all use the Pegasus python API to define the catalogs and cre-ate the graph. The annotation of the graph can be done by hand, or, morerealistically, it will be performed programmatically and integrated as part ofthe transformation step, so that steps 6,7 become a single operation.However, the PegasusAPI supports adding arbitrary annotations to nodes/edgesin step 4 and it is in fact technically simpler and easier to annotate the DAGduring creation than afterwards (when it has been saved to a flat file). The rea-son for this is that theworkflowDAG is created programmatically as a series ofloops and connections where iteration numbers, dataset names (and by im-plications their CDO equivalents) are known in advance but once the DAG issaved out as a flattened file, the relationships must be rebuilt by reconstruct-ing the DAG and there may be decision making ambiguities in which nodes totransform that were not present when the DAG was initially constructed.In fact it turns out that nearly all workflow execution frameworks followa similar pattern with a similar API (essentially providing the equivalents of

add_job, add_dependency) as well as supporting metadata annotations duringconstruction of the DAG.
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6.2.1 Generating annotated Pegasus workflow

Given the above observations, we therefore decided to experiment with re-placing part of steps 5,6,7 with annotations directly into the DAG creation dur-ing step 4. In essence, we modify the workflow generation by allowing themaestro workflow object to intercept initialization and job creation calls byoverriding those functions and calling the inherited ones with modified data(outlined as follows)
class Maestro_Workflow(Workflow):

# create pool manager at start of workflow
def __init__(self, maestro_flags, name, infer_depends):

# setup pool manager etc

# override job create and insert CDO related objects
def add_jobs(self, *jobs):

# perform substitution of filenames for CDOs etc

# Original unmodified workflow creation step
wfp = Workflow(name="demo-orig.yml")

# Maestro enabled workflow creation
wfm = Maestro_Workflow(maestro_flags, name="demo-maestro.yml")

This may at first glance appear to introduce a hard dependency on the work-flow manager chosen for the project (in this case Pegasus), but in fact, mostof the workflow managers provide a similar python API to create jobs andit is in many ways simpler to modify the job creation step by adjusting theDAG creation code directly in python, than it is to create a translator for everyworkflow DAG format generated by all the different workflow managers.There are other advantages to applying transformations ‘in place’ at DAGdesign time because nodes may be annotated directly with CDO related tagswhich are easy to understand within the context of the code that generatesthe DAG, whereas if the DAG were loaded from disk and parsed or annotatedby hand, much of the context around a node is lost and it becomes a muchharder job to identify which nodes need Maestro changes and which do not
# Disable CDO generation - output not Maestro enabled
job1 = Job("Example").add_metadata(cdo_disabled='true')
# Mark this job as generating the final CDO
job2 = Job("Last").add_metadata(final_cdo='true')

These arbitrary metadata tags can be read directly in the add_jobs call andused to apply transformations directly to the node as it is inserted. In addi-tion, the metadata tags persist throughout the lifetime of steps 4-8 outlinedabove and so may also contain resource-aware annotations that affect trans-formations necessary to handle allocation according to the Site Catalog or ourown Maestro specific translations/transformations derived from radle.
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6.2.2 CDO related annotations

The generation of CDOenhancedworkflowsusing the strategy outlinedprovesto be straightforward as these may be applied using simple node substitu-tion. By way of example, consider a simple case where we create data, passit through 2 stages/iterations of some processing with a left and right branch,then combine the two branches and post-process the data, Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Standard DAG representing a trivial workflow where work is splitinto two paths and then recombined. Top: Dependencies are inferred via fileinput/output; Bottom: Execution is defined by process lifetime

As has been noted in previous documents, the execution flow of Left andRight paths are synchronized by the mutual dependency on the preprocessstep. When the processes generating files have beenmodified to instead gen-erate CDOs then, by intercepting calls to add_jobs we can insert CDO nodesreplace files and change the dependency chain so that the Left andRight pathsinstead depend on a CDO watcher that can be terminated when data is gen-erated, allowing the two paths to execute independently. Unfortunately, atrivial substitution of this kind does not solve the larger problem, as watcherprocesses are now tied to the previous generation steps and so unwantedsynchronization still exists (the watcher will only start when the process gen-erating the data terminates)We can solve the problem of watcher objects depending on their previousprocess for execution by breaking the dependency chain between them andthe process creating the CDO that they consume/watch. We make watchersinstead depend on the parent process of the one producing the data theyconsume. This triggers the creation of watchers at the same time as the pro-cess that is creating the data they watch for. Figure 8 shows how the DAGappears with the modified dependencies. The tasks/processes that producedata files now produce CDO objects that have no onward dependency chain,but watcher objects are created that will consume the CDOs and produce adummy output that drives the next part of the execution flow. Note that thedummy outputs are present only to satisfy the workflow API and do not need
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to be created in practice, when the watcher terminates, the dependent pro-cesses will be launched.
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Figure 8: Maestro enabled data-driven DAG with modified watcher depen-dencies. CDO objects (gray boxes) do not have any direct downstream de-pendents, watchers are spawned to wait until the CDOs are present and thentrigger the next execution. (Dummy watcher outputs (unboxed) are presentonly to satisfy the Pegasus dependency API).

When optimizing the execution flow for resource usage based on affinityor task placement, we will ideally want to place watcher objects (or their datacaching equivalents) in the same location as the process(es) that depend uponthem. The existence of a large number of watcher objects (though they areshort lived) will cause unwanted pressure on compute resources since thewatcher objects must be allocated prior to data generation, for this reason itis essential that watcher objects are as lightweight as possible and ideally willbe run on otherwise unused hyperthreads using oversubscription of computenodes to reduce the need for additional compute resources.For reference, we note that once we have enabled CDO generation in Pe-gasus, themontageworkflow can be transformed automatically from Figure 9to that shown in Figure 10. The graph demonstrates that our ‘in place’ trans-lation of workflows works as well as a stand-alone translator would do andresults in workflows that produce identical result.Our introduction of CDO objects introduces lifetime related problems. Awatcher process, may be started at prior to the generation of data, but be-cause the watcher terminates when the CDO becomes available – which will
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Figure 9: Unmodified workflow DAG for small montage-v3 (0.5°) graph

frequently be when the process generating the CDO is itself about to termi-nate – the watcher cannot be used as a storage holder for the CDO. Thewatcher serves only as a trigger indicating that a CDO has been generated.If the process generating the CDO terminates, then an additional CDO cacheis required to keep the CDO alive. In Figure 11 we show an example of a DAGwith additional cache nodes added. The cache can be created by annotatingan input/output using input.add_metadata(cdo_cache='true') and the pro-cess is automatically added to the DAG (though by default, we can assumethat any process consuming a CDO object via a watcher will require a cache).Note that in Figure 11 the links between watcher nodes and cache nodes donot indicate execution dependencies and are only included to show the linkedrelationship between the two. It is important to note that the need forwatcherand cache objects is due to the restricted scheduling capabilities of the work-flow execution system that launches jobs when others terminate, the watcherobject only needs to wait for a signal from the pool manager to know when aCDO has been generated, then signal the CDO cache and terminate. The CDOcache object needs only to copy the data (keep it alive) as the CDO producerterminates and the next process (a CDO consumer) is started (either imme-diately, or when the job scheduling engine decides). Once the cached data isconsumed, it too can shut down. In practice, a single CDO cache object mayhold multiple CDOs from producers on the same node and supply them toconsumers on the same node and thus have a lifetime that goes beyond asingle task and the number of cache objects can be correspondingly reduced.Testing will reveal whether the cost of of watcher/cache objects mitigates thecost using the filesystem for data transfers. The job scheduler itself (Slurm forexample), offers some features that may allow the cost of monitoring CDOsvia watchers to be reduced using gang-scheduling to over subscribe nodes
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Figure 10: DAG with CDO watcher nodes for small montage-v3 (0.5°) graph.Note that in this graph, all data inputs have been converted to CDO objects,in the final implementation, some input files will remain as disk based files.

and place multiple of them on a single core. Ultimately, the developmentsmade for Maestro compatibility should be fed back to the workflow manage-ment projects to improve the triggeringmechanisms used so that data aware-ness rather than jobdependencies alonemaybeused forworkflowexecution.
6.2.3 Resource based annotations

The Pegasus workflow engine supports clustering of jobs in order to improveplacement of them on hardware resources. Clustering may be controlled bythe depth of a job in the DAG, ormay be specified by labeling/annotating tasksthat are to be clustered together. The granularity of clustering may also becontrolled by specifying the maximum number of jobs to combine as well asthe estimated runtime of jobs – it may not be beneficial to cluster short run-ning jobs with longer ones. The clustering capabilities of Pegasus are unfortu-nately limited by the underlying HTCondor framework that actually executes
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Figure 11: DAG from Figure 8 with extra cache objects to keep data alive

the DAG (a package known as DAGMan), however when required, it should bepossible to pass additional Slurm specific annotations through from thework-flow description to the execution engine and control placement more finelywithout direct adjustments to the DAG. Currently the granularity of how taskscan be assigned to individual NUMA nodes or sockets has not been tested –this remains a future task. Within the project, radle will be used to generatedescriptions of hardware resources. Radle represents a lower level (or moredetailed) view of the resources than the site catalog that is used internally bythe workflow management tool. The challenge in the next part of the projectwill be to map the workflow requirements implied by radle onto the Site Cat-alog that is used by the execution framework and at the same time performtransformations on the DAG in such a way that
• The job placement/affinity/clustering requirements can be mapped tothose supported by the site catalog
• The subsequent transformationmadeby theworkflowenvironment (step8) do not undo or clobber any transformations made by our translatorto support resource management
Note that the transformations made to the DAG for Figures 7, ?? and 10were made by simple substitution of nodes and deletion of dependencies(files/CDOs) alone, this can be done because these trivial changes to the DAGdo not require knowledge of nodes at distant parts of the graph, only a mod-ification of immmediate parent/child relationships and replacements of fileswith CDOs. For more sophisticated resource placement, clustering, affini-ty/NUMA awareness it will be necessary to traverse the graph after construc-tion in line with the original concept of the workflow translator.

6.2.4 Dynamic provisioning annotations

Dynamic provisioning provides the capability to create on-demand data man-agers that can be used by the workflows or Maestro core. Startup and shut-down of the dynamic resources can then be inserted as an additional depen-dency taskswithin the graph. The poolmanager itselfmay be annotated using
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metadata such as add_metadata(maestro_workflow_core_backend="minio")whichcan be used to tell the pool-manager what sort of data manager to initializeand use. Other annotationsmay be inserted as need arises to instantiate newdata managers.If the services managing the resource depend upon optimizations that aremade based on the resource based annotations, then they will need to begenerated in concert with the other graph transformations taking place. Forexample, if the transformations/optimizations squeeze jobs into a smallernode count than initially expected, then any temporary filesystem broughtup needs only to cover those nodes actually required. Exploration of thesepossibilities is a goal of the next phase of the project.
6.2.5 Extending workflow manager capabilities

We have seen in the previous discussion, that the workflow manager itself islimited in its capabilities and does not support data-driven execution. The so-lutions proposed here involvemaking CDOwatcher objects root node objectswith a much longer lifetime than is strictly necessary. Whilst it will be possibleto reduce this problem by traversing the graph and starting watcher objectslater on such that they become dependent on jobs that execute just beforethe one that needs them. A more robust solution may be possible by treat-ing each sub-DAG as a separate workflow in its own right. Pegasus supportsthe handling of multiple DAGs for the treatment of ensemble runs of work-flowswhen datamay arrive from a new run and trigger the execution of a newworkflow. The drawbacks to this approach will be that each workflow wouldneed knowledge of previous/other workflow jobs in order to connect to themand at the level of the CDOwhere each file is replaced by a CDO object, in factevery node of the graph becomes its own workflow. An alternative strategymight be to maintain the DAG state ‘ourselves’ and submit each node/task byeffectively implementing a trigger based on CDO availability directly.The Pegasus workflow manager is not able to handle dynamic graphs orexecution flows go well beyond what it is capable of representing. In fact Pe-gasus can only represent 1 out of the 16 possibilities and all node connec-tions are of the form (S, S,E,A) - meaning that both producer and consumernodes are static, they form an execution dependency and the data is awaitingconsumption by being written out to disk. The annotations we are adding andtransformations we aremaking to the DAG should allow us to represent otherrelationships (or connection types) inside the workflow. Future work will ex-plore the possibilities of enhanced DAG execution, as well as other DAG typesfor demonstration.

7 Planned Optimizations
With the framework for optimization of workflows now in place, we now listoptimizations which we are planning to implement using this framework, in
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order to provide better performance of the workflows. We use Montage asthe experimental test case for the optimizations.
7.1 Improved Concurrency
In a workflow manager, there are different triggers for starting a task in anapplication workflow. However, if we want the applications to be workflowmanager agnostic, then the choice generally reduces to two options, namelyfinishing of a task in an application workflow and generation of file systemartifacts. In some workflow managers, like Pegasus for example, a trigger ofa task is only initiated when all the prerequisite tasks end.This can introduce pessimisation in a application workflow. Consider forexample, a task which produces a group of files over a long time and a host ofdependent tasks, one for each of the files. In a normal application workflow,the dependent tasks cannot start until the first task has ended even thoughthe data is already available for the tasks to start. This serializes the workfloweven though the data dependency allows for more concurrency.In regards to this, theWorkflow Execution Framework can improve concur-rency by taking advantage of Maestro CDOs. The workflow execution frame-work goes over the dependencies between tasks and puts a watcher for everyCDO that is generated. Thewatcher looks for the CDOand shuts downas soonas the CDO is generated. The workflow execution framework also shifts thedependency of dependent task from the required task to the watcher. Thisallows the dependent task to start as soon as the CDO is available, instead ofwaiting for the task to finish.
7.1.1 Demonstration in Montage

Provenance records is an important part of a lot of scientific workflows likeMontage. One of theways to facilitate provenance is to store all data productsand records from all steps on analysis. In a classical Montage workflow, thisis automatically achieved, since the output is stored in terms of a file which isthen used by the next stage.In Maestro-enabled Montage, this step is not automatic. CDOs by defaultare destroyed at the end of the application workflow. Therefore, it is impor-tant for the process to not only make the CDO available to the pool manager,but to also write the resulting output file to a persistent storage. As notedabove, in a traditional workflow execution environment, this wouldmean thatthe next task won’t start until the previous task has produced the CDO andwritten the file to a persistent storage. In order to optimize this part of theapplication workflow, we can use a watcher process to track the creation ofCDOs and then start the dependent task immediately. In the mean time, theoriginal task continues on with its writing of the file to the persistent storage.
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7.2 Dynamic Provisioning
Experiments with Montage have shown that a file system with uniformly dis-tributed caching can improve the performance of the Montage workflows.One way to get this optimization would be to dynamically provision a file sys-tem for the workflow. In the workflow execution, we can do this by insertinga task before the task that writes a file and make that task dynamically pro-vision the required file system. In a more general setup, this feature can beused tomake available feature-specific file systems on demand to applicationworkflows.
7.2.1 Demonstration for Montage

At the begining of the workflow, a task is added to instantiate a cache-basedfilesystem. This filesystem instantiation is achieved by the dynamic provision-ning component. We use the file system BeeGFS that provides the corre-sponding caching feature. The workflow translator will go over the workflowand check for all tasks that create anoutput files. Then, it will augment the taskby starting the dynamicaly-provisioned filesystem service to configure and en-able access of the dynamically-provisionned file system from the node run-ning the task. The file is then written in this newly-provsioned BeeGFS file sys-tem. Applied independently of other optimizations, this optimization shouldbe able to demonstrate the performance benefits of using a distributed cache-based file system over a traditional file system.
7.3 Pre-Fetch CDOs to Nodes
Given two tasks connected by the data dependency, due to constraints of theworkflow management it is not always possible to ensure that the two taskswill run on the same node. In such scenario, if the workflow is aware of thenodes on which the dependent tasks are going to run, then the applicationworkflow can pre-fetch the CDO from the source node to the destination nodebefore the dependent task has started. This will ensure that when the depen-dent task starts, the data required would be present on the same node asthe node of the dependent task. This would then kick in the Smart MemoryTransport and reduce the time needed for the task to fetch the data, therebyimproving the performance of the CDO.
7.3.1 Demonstration in Montage

In Montage, the workflow execution environment will insert cache workertasks as a dependency to the task which requires the CDO. These cache work-ers can fetch the CDO to the node on which the task is going to run. This is alldone while the app is still waiting to start and makes sure that all the CDOsthat the tasks require are present on the same node as the task when the taskstarts.
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7.4 Workflow Scheduling
The resource description of a system can help in making informed decisionson where to execute certain tasks which can then lead to better performanceof the workflow. For example, by knowing the dependencies of data betweentasks, tasks having a dependency of data between them can be assigned tothe same node or at least the same subnetwork. This can reduce the commu-nication cost of transferring data between tasks and reduce pressure on thenetwork bandwidth.
7.4.1 Demonstration for Montage

In the Montage workflow, the tree has pretty large disjoint subgraphs. Theworkflow execution framework will attempt to put all the tasks in a singlesubgraphs on a dedicated node. This way, all the CDOs generated in thatsubgraph will be available on the same node for the dependent asks, leadingto a more performant workflow.

8 Concluding Remarks
This report documented the initial specifications to optimised workflowman-agement in Maestro. By extending, the originally proposed (D4.2 [1]), work-flow execution framework using resource awareness, it is possible to improveon the workflow management and execution. In turn this also provides theopportunity for further optimizations including Improved Concurrency, Dy-namic Provisioning, Pre-Fetch CDOs to Nodes and Workflow Scheduling. Theinitial specifications for all these extensions are documented here. Addition-ally we have introduced a new use-case called Montage, which will be used toshowcase the planned optimisations. Future work as part of WP4 and WP6,will implement these changes as well as test and quantify their impact.
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